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ABSTRACT  
The skills of mathematical nature are currently necessary and fundamental to properly understand 
and adequately use the increasing amount of scientific and technological knowledge of everyday life. In 
this work we introduce interesting results of current research about the importance of the connection 
between the natural intuitive mathematics and the “scholastic mathematics”, putting it on a motivating 
and meaningful basis for the students already by the first year of primary school. To do this, a didactics 
of laboratory is useful, i.e. a practical approach for better understanding and using the formal approach. 
Through the mathematics laboratory it is possible to create activities, which support the transition from 
intuitive notions and early elementary operational levels to more advanced forms of thought. The 
laboratory of mathematics is understood both as physical place and as a moment in which the child is 
active, discusses and argues their own choices, does experimentation and learns how to collect data and 
to compare them with the models. In conclusion some examples of mathematics laboratory activities for 
the first primary class are also given. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 
Speaking about mathematics and its world, many people think to a set of symbols and 
ideas related to a particular reality, disconnected from the concrete context of everyday life; 
this considerable prejudice is one of the causes of disinterest and separation from this discipline. 
Mathematics is remembered by many adults as boring, difficult, far from reality; their reasons 
seem to be various: 
1) it is a discipline in which we study only numbers and figures, calculating measurements 
(lengths, areas, volumes), studying their properties; 
2) to study mathematics does not mean to reflect on concrete, but only on abstract; 
3) mathematics is not a creative discipline, because it is already quite defined, established 
in its concepts and rules; it does not appear to make space for creativity and therefore is not fun. 
 
The above listed argumentations have been chosen among many of them and are fairly 
common, but these do not really take into account of the deep, articulate, complex and global 
value of mathematics. Mathematics develops across a range of languages and through a 
symbolic way of thinking, encoded within models of abstract nature, but it is one of the most 
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training disciplines in the development of human thought in its various aspects. The study and 
work with mathematics are therefore one of the main tasks of any adequate educational project 
[1-3]. 
 
 
2.  THE WORLD OF MATHEMATICS 
 
The teaching of mathematics offers an intellectual tool of great importance, in particular 
in relation to the following points: 
1) The skills of mathematical nature have become necessary and basic in the current 
reality, for understanding, interpreting and appropriately using the large and growing quantity 
of scientific and technological knowledges, useful and often indispensable in daily life.  
2) Mathematics education helps in the formation of a rational and critical structure of 
thought, which makes it an effective and necessary tool of cultural and human growth. 
3) It is important to connect the intuitive natural mathematics with the scholastic, formal 
one, gradually taking familiar and inserting the second on a motivating and meaningful basis 
for students. For doing that, a laboratory teaching is important, a practical approach to 
understand and better use the formal approach. 
Through the laboratory, it is possible to build activities which promote the transition from 
intuitive notions and early elementary operational levels to more advanced forms of thought. 
These progresses will be involved in secondary school in mathematical proofs, in advanced 
algebraic calculus, in the use of mathematical models in different contexts. The laboratory 
allows also a bodily and experiential approach to measures, in connection with natural sciences, 
for deriving relationships among the encountered variables and for getting models of the studied 
phenomena. In this way we provide students with important opportunities for building new 
concepts and skills, for enriching the meaning of learned concepts, for verifying the operativity 
of the previously achieved learning outcomes. 
Starting from primary school, it should try to build a knowledge on subject, on class and 
on own acts, through the analysis of their practices, the critical review and the constructive 
dialogue. 
This approach seeks to avoid the process in which the theory seems to be proposed from 
outside and/or imposed from above, and the creation of a separation of teachers from their 
practice, which on fact does not help in the construction of an effective knowledge.  
Therefore the important purpose is to reflect on practice and to get from it useful models 
for future actions. The reflective activity has also two important functions: 
a) for continuous training of teachers; 
b) as opportunity for research, in which researchers accompany and guide the practice, 
through a collaborative approach between research and education. 
For indicating the important adapting task to the characteristics of the educational 
dialogue, taking place in the classroom between teacher and students, we talk about “didactic 
transposition”. One of tasks that each teacher has to deal daily is identified with the correct 
didactic transposition of knowledge related to the taught discipline. In this way the teachers 
fulfill to the “management of their continuous training” [4]. 
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The teacher becomes aware of her/his educational philosophy, following a “practice-
theory-practice” path, trying to produce an effective and creative knowledge, which can solve 
practical problems.  
 
 
3.  THE LEARNING 
 
The learning is the ultimate goal of teaching, the destination where efforts, thoughts, 
research are centered. It is a complex phenomenon involving characteristic aspects of different 
sciences, ranging from education to psychology, from history to philosophy.  
Interesting studies show that students usually solve school problems without posing the 
problem of the contact with reality; they perceive a situation, which is not directly personally 
experienced; it is thus necessary to propose the situation in a real motivating way. 
Consequently, they will build a mental image, a mathematical model of the described situation, 
for arriving to a concrete solution. 
The potential of the student should be promoted and developed, for acquiring an 
autonomous capacity in dealing with the changes in the social and cultural conditions. 
From primary school, it is certainly possible to draw inspiration from everyday 
experiences of children and the encountered obstacles. From these experiences, links involving 
students in a comprehensive manner can be created; doing that, the major obstacles, which may 
result from the bad understanding of the text of the problem, from the use of particular not 
immediately known terms, so as from the data elaboration, are detected. 
Teachers need to implement strategies in relation to the analysis of texts, vocabulary and 
key words, trying to move from concrete to abstract. 
The educational research has identified five main obstacles, related to:  
1) the difficulty of transfer; 
2) the functional fixity; 
3) the effect of custom; 
4) setting not needed limits; 
5) the inability to use the information provided by the problem [2,5,6]. 
There are also common encountered errors by students, classified in a “hierarchy of 
errors”; the main mistakes occur during the reading of the text of problem, so as by the 
understanding and transformation into a mathematical model.  
The “ministry guidelines on the role of mathematics in primary school” indicate the 
specific role of mathematics in development of: 
a)  the general ability to work and communicate meanings with formalized languages; 
b)  the use of such languages to represent and build models of relationships among   
objects and events; 
c)  to provide tools for the scientific description of the world and to deal with problems 
of everyday life; 
d) the ability to communicate and discuss, to correctly argue, to understand views and 
arguments of the others; 
e) the ability to perceive and explore fascinating relationships and structures, which we  
find in nature and in the creations of man. 
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Mathematics is included within the “mathematical-scientific-technological” area, which 
has the global aim of “providing tools to perceive, interpret and link natural phenomena, 
concepts and man-made artifacts, everyday events”. In addition, it aims to develop the ability 
to critique and judgment, the awareness of motivating personal statements, the aptitude to 
understand arguments and points of view, that are different from their own [1-3,7].  
 
 
4.  THE DIDACTICS OF LABORATORY  
 
The didactics of laboratory is intended both as a physical place, and as a moment in which 
the student is active, discusses and argues her/his own choices, builds meanings, learns to 
collect data and to compare them with the models. In this general sense, the laboratory is not 
only specific for experimental sciences, but it is an important modality also in the learning of 
mathematics [8].  
Mathematics is not a static out of time reality, but it has an history and is constantly 
changing, like the other sciences. It is important for valorizing the experience and knowledges 
of the students, the discovery, the collaborative learning. This learning must also be done 
through practice, discussion, exploration, development of thinking about the practice and way 
for building knowledge.  
Equally important is the role of development of procedural skills (mental, written, 
graphic, through computational tools), the memorization (for example of definitions and 
properties of mathematical objects), and of mathematics in its globality as theoretical 
construction [9]. 
 
 
5.  EXAMPLES OF LABORATORY ACTIVITIES FOR THE BEGINNING OF 
     PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 
 
(a)     (b) 
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(c)     (d) 
 
Figure 1. Numbers from 0 to 99 in the form of square. 
 
 
       We consider three examples of laboratory activities of mathematics in the classroom. 
A. Disposition of numbers 
It is possible to use the disposition of the numbers from 0 to 99 (from 1 to 100 when 
numbers with three digits are already introduced) in the form of square, for “games” that help 
children to improve the understanding of the numbering system structure, in particular with 
regard to the different function of tens with respect to units (Figure 1 (a)). The size of the square 
can be also bigger, like a poster, with the function of a castle with hundred rooms; the 
numbering could also be inverted, i.e. with the numbers that grow moving from bottom. 
The teacher hides the number of some rooms with objects and students must find the 
not visible numbers. The class can be divided into small groups; a student of the group gives 
the answer, the other members confirm or deny, then there is the control. It is possible that some 
students are not able to properly express the number, using expressions like “there is a 3 in front 
of and behind a 1” for “31”; in each case this is the beginning of understanding the structure of 
natural numbers, the set ℕ.  
The same “game” can be repeated in the form of written exercise with graded increasing 
difficulties; for example:  
a)  the table without some numbers, which must be completed (Figure 1 (b)); 
b)  the table without an entire row or column (Figure 1 (c)); 
c)  the table with a missing row or column, with the request to indicate the numbers of  
     certain cells; 
d)  the table with only one row or one column, with a request to indicate the numbers  
     of certain cells (Figure 1 (d)).  
B. Operations and decompositions of numbers 
In relation to operations and decompositions of numbers, it is possible to consider sheets 
as in Figure 2. Children can be divided into small groups, preferably not too much numerous, 
for avoiding that the most talented work for all. Sheets as in Figure 2 are delivered and children 
have to look if there is correspondence among cells. The cells can also be cut out and pasted on 
a white sheet, in pairs. The operations in the game can be more than one, using not only addition 
and subtraction, and progressively increasing them. 
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Figure 2. Operations and decompositions of numbers. 
 
 
Also the maximum numerical value reached in each cell of the sheet can be gradually 
increased. Considering a maximum working time, the group finding the most pairs wins.   
Increasing the age of childrens, the work is adaptable also for multiplication and division, for 
fractions and for decimal numbers. 
C. The belonging 
Through forms as in Figure 3, it is possible to adequately work on the concept of 
belonging. In relation to the indicated figure, in particular: 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Useful forms for the concept of belonging. 
 
 
a)  it is possible to work on the number of represented objects; 
b)  in relation to particular colors of objects; 
c)  in relation to particular characteristics of the objects (shape, size, height, width,  
     depth, etc.); 
d)  in relation to particular characteristics of the objects: kinds of objects (different  
     glasses, mushrooms, boats, numbers, etc.), liquids inside glasses (water, orange,  
     juice, etc.), with interesting connections with natural sciences [2,10-12]. 
 
 
6.  CONCLUSIONS 
        
The laboratory of mathematics is a stimulus for teacher, for reflecting, focusing on 
specific needs and requirements, normally depending by the different class. The showed 
material can have useful adaptations, in relation to the individual situation of teachers and 
classes. In particular, in the primary school the laboratory of mathematics has an effective link 
with the game, by stimulating the imagination of childrens through a fun approach to 
mathematics. In this way mathematics is perceived as a not heavy and helpful discipline. 
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It is useful and informative to start from real contexts, such as: 
a)  problems that have emerged spontaneously by childrens in difficult situations; 
b)  problems that may arise in particular contexts. 
About the modality of work, the class could be divided: 
a)  in groups of 4-5 children with inhomogeneous levels of learning; 
b)  in pairs; 
c)  with possible time periods of individual work; 
d)  with the possibility to create new groups in relation to the peculiar characteristics of  
     childrens and work. 
It is possible to think of working also on a same problem, performing it in two (or more) 
different ways. About the integration, students with disabilities can be usefully included in the 
groups with the mentoring teacher support [1,2,13-15]. 
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